
 

I just finished this book earlier. It's quite a story. A murder investigation, decades long, that takes the reader into the lives of several doomed people - cops and criminals alike. The first part of the book is about an unsolved case from 1957-8. The second part is about a new investigation in 1986-7 revisiting the old crime, with some startling twists and turns along the way. The heroes of the story, really
good cops, so immersed in their work that they disappear into it. The kind of cop you would want by your side during a crisis. We see their lives and perspectives so fully drawn that we empathize with them and care about them. The case they're working on is fascinating and brutal, and the crime scenes and evidence both vivid and disturbing. There is a sense of great foreboding throughout the whole
book, as if there were no way out for either the cops or the criminals as their paths crashed toward each other - as if all roads were as one dark road to hell. In many ways, this book is a horror story as well as a crime novel. But the real stars here are the cops. The two protagonists, Kent McBurney and his partner, both with a very bad case of writer's block - Ed Lake. Lake is a good character, brave and
sensible, sometimes dogged and erratic but always determined to get to the truth of what happened. His wife is also quite impressive from start to finish. As an ensemble of cops - you get a sense of them all pulling together. There's a sense of camaraderie that feels very real despite the fact that they are all facing their own personal demons separate from this case. It's a good read. Well worth your time.
But it is not an easy book to read. The cops tend to disappear into their work, are rarely around anyone else, are constantly angsting about the case or other people, find themselves isolated in an investigation that spirals toward hell for all involved. So it gets very dark at times. I'd recommend this to fans of detective stories with something horrific in them - along with some great characters and
situations along the way. This can be enjoyed by men and women alike. Movie rights have been bought by the Weinstein Company. I think they are set up to make a really good movie. The author has written two more books in this series with Lake and McBurney as the main characters - one of which I've already started, but haven't finished yet. This is not a stand alone book - you need to read the
others in order to follow the story line and see how it develops. For fans of detective stories that also have something really unpleasant in them - this is an excellent read. The author's style is quite different than most American authors, but his characters are very compelling and their stories fascinating.
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